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ADDITIONAL RESULTS OF AN INVESTIGATION

AT TRANSONI(!SPEEDS TO DETEIMXE THE FmFEcTs OF A

HEATED PROPULSIVE JET ON THE DRAG CHARACTERISTICS

OF A SERIES OF RELATED AFTEKBODIES

By Beverly Z. Henryj Jr.) and Maurice S.

suMMARY

● An investigation has been conducted at transonic

Cahn

smeeds to determine
the effects of a propulsive jet on the flow over the body from which it
issues as influencedby changes in afterbody geometry. This paper is an

. extension, with limited analysisj of the work previously reported in
NACA Research Memorandum L55A24a.

The results indicate that the effect on afterbody drag of increasing
jet pressure ratio would be favorable on bodies with large extents of
low angle boattailing and large jet-to-base diameter ratios and unfavor-
able on bodies of small extents of boattailing and small jet-to-base
diameter ratios. This unfavorable effect existed on bodies with small
jet-to-base diameter ratios even though the angle of boattailing was
considered of favorable magnitude. Ihcreasi.ngjet temperature resulted
in decreases in afterbody bag coefficient; this reduction was insignif-
icant for the low-drag bodies but became significant for bodies of
blunt shape. Increasing stre@m Mach nunibercaused no change in jet
effects for the low-bag bodies, whereas for the more blunt bodies there
was a slight trend toward increased jet effects.

INTRODUCTION

A -previousinvestigation conducted in the Langley 8-foot transonic
tunnel (ref. 1) to evaluate some of the effects of a sonic propulsive

. jet as influencedby changes in afterbody geometry indicated the desir-
ability of studies extending this research to bodies with lower boattail
angle and small jet-to-base diameter ratios. The results presented

* he~ein are therefore a continuation of the work reported in reference 1
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and were obtained in an identical msmner. The investigation was con-
ducted at an angle of attadk of 0° through the Mach number remge from a

0.80 to 1.10, and at each point the jet temperature and -pressureratio
were varied. i

Presented in this report are the basic data obtained from the inves-
tigation. The data are presented with limited analysis in order to expe-
dite their availability to those concerned with jet-exit-afterbodv

.
design.
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J jet

w free stream

~
B boattail

1 local

max model maxbum

APPARATUS AND mm’s

Wind Tunnel

This investigation was conducted in the Langley 8-foot transonic
tunnel which has a dodecagonal slotted test section that permitted
continuous testing up to a Mach nurr.iberof approxin%tely 1.10 for these
models. The tunnel is vented to the atmosphere through an air exchange
tower which permits the exhausting of cotiustion gases from the model
into the strean with no detrimental effects on the characteristics of
the stream. Details of the test section are presented in reference 2.

. Aerodynamic characteristics of the airstresm are given in reference 3
wherein it is shown that the maximum deviation from the indicated free-
stresm Mach number is *0.003.

Models

The models used in the investigation were bodies of revolution,
the rear portions of which were removed to provide an exit for the jet.
These bodies had fineness ratios from 10.O to 10.6. A single forebody
(see table I) was used throughout the investigation and the model design
allowed the ready interchsmge of afterbodies of various geometric shapes.
The models were mounted in the tunnel by means of two swpport struts.
These support struts, with a chord of l_l.25inches and an I!7ACA65-010 air-
foil section measured parallel to the airstresm, were placed so that the
leading edge intersected the bcdy at a point 21.7 inches from the nose
and were swept back 45°. A sketch of the general arrangement of the
model in the tunnel is shown in figure 1. For all tests the nose of the
model was located ~ inches downstream of the slot origin.

Presented in table II is the equation utilized to”define the exter-
nal shapes of the afterbodies investigated. Also shown are the design

. points used to assign values to the equation. The ordinates from which
the body shapes were constructed are given in table ‘I. Drawings of the
afterbody shapes are shown in figure 2. The models were instrumented

w
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with base pressure orifices and with three rows of static-pressure
orifices at 0°, 45°, and 72° from the plane of symnet~. .

Contained within
turbo,jetexhaust. TO

Turbojet Simulator
●

the models was a device for the simulation of a
satisti the simulation requirements a combustor

was developed which burns a ~ture of ethylene-and air and e~usts —

the combustion products through a sonic nozzle. The combustion products
of such a mixture possess physical and thermodynamic characteristics
comparable to those of a nonafterburning turbojet exhaust. Jet pressure
ratio was varied by changes in mass flow to the simulator and jet tem-
perature was varied by changes in fuel-air ratio. Physical details of
the sfiulator are presented in reference 1.

Tests and Measurements

For this investigation, the models were tested at an angle of attack
of 0° through the Mach number range from 0.80 to 1.10. At each test Mach F
number, the jet pressure ratio was varied from a no-flow condition to 11
or to the maximum obtainable at jet temperatures of “cold,” 800° F, and
1,200° F. The term “cold” flow is used herein to define the temperature +

of the air coming from the source, normally 77° to 800 F, and corresponds
to a fuel-air ratio of O. The Reynolds number based on body length .

varied from 15.0 x 106 to 17.4 X 106 (see fig. 3).

At each test point, body-pressure distributions,base pressures,
and free-stfiam test conditions were photographically recorded from
multiple-tube manometers. Tunnel total temperature was obtained from a
recording potentiometer.

Rates of flow of fuel and air were determinedly use of standard
I&ME sharp-edge-orifice flowmeters. Jet total pressure was obtained
from a calibrated probe mounted in the combustion chaniberand was ref-
erenced to a static-pressure orifice on the tunnel wall for the deter-
mination of jet pressure ratio. Jet temperature was obtained from a
shielded chromel-alumel thermocouple near the exit station. All values

defining the jet condition were photographically recorded by a camera
synchronized with that used to record pressure data.
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The basic results of the investigation are presented in figures h
and 5. Fresented are base pressure coefficients and afterbody pressure-
tiag coefficients as a function of jet.pressure ratio for various Mach
numbers and at jet temperatures of cold, 800°j and 1,200° F. The drag-
coefficient values have been presented in component and total forms to
indicate the relative contribution of the body, boattail, and base to
total afterbody pressure drag. Values of afterbody-pressure-drag coef-
ficient were obtainedby numericel integration of body pressures and
are based on body frontal area. For the cylindrical afterbodles X and XIV
(figs. 5(c) and 5(g)) ODJ-Ytotal-bag-coefficient values are presented
since for these cases CD,b = CD,A” Base-pressure-drag coefficient was

determined in all cases, including the no-flow condition, from the pres-
sure acting on the base annul.us=ea. Separate fi~es are presented
for each afterbody.

Very low jet pressure ratios corresponding to base bleed conditions
were investigated for afterbodies X and XI which represent the geometric
extremes of the shapes studied. AfterbodyX is cylindrical in shape
with the ’resultinglarge base annulus, whereas afterbody XI has a small
base annulus and a large extent of boattailing. These small -Unts of.
jet flow resulted in drag reductions for each afterbody (fig. 5(c) and
fig. 5(d)). In the presentation of results oktained from the other
afterbdy shapes investigated, no curves have been faired between the
no-flow point and a jet pressure ratio of 2. It may reasonablybe
assumed, however, that the variation will be s~lar to that Presented
for afterbodies X tidXI.

Additional tests were made of afterbodies I and VTI to extend and
clarify results originally obtained with these bodies and presented in
reference 1. The results for afterbody I contained herein include meas-
urements obtained at a jet temperature of 8000 F which were not available
previously. The later study of afterbody ICCIwas conducted to clarify
the questionable results obtained at a jet temperature of 800° F as
noted in reference 1. Since the results hereim presented showed no
unusual variation of the jet effect with changes in jet temperature, it
was concluded that errors were induced in the previous 800° F data by
incorrect setting of the tunnel diffuser entrmce ramps. This improper
setting would cause no change in the natuxe of the jet effect but would
result in a change in the afterbody drag level for this model due to
small increases in local static pressure near the rear of the body (see
ref. 4).

. Afterbody XI, ,6= 8°, dj/~ = 0.742, *ends the range of geometric

variables available in reference 1 to indicate the influence of afterbody
.
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boattail angle on the effects of the jet. Afterbodies XII and XIII,
F = 16°, and dj/~ . o.~ and 0.336, respectively, extend the range

of base sizes studied in reference 1 with the cylindrical afterbody X,
dJ/~ = 0.248, representing the end point in this variation.

For the tests made at a Mach nuniberof 1.10 a disturbance origi-
nating at the support-body juncture was reflected from the tunnel wall
to intersect the model at a point approximately 2.5 jet diameters
upstream of the base. While the presence of this reflected disturbance
resulted in more posftive local pressures, and consequently in lower
drag values, examination of the results indicated no change in the jet
effects which could be attributed to such a disturbance.

DISCUSSION

The results obtained in this investigation coincide with the trends
evidenced by the work of reference 1. Small Jet-flow quantities corre-
sponding to a base-bleed condition result in an initial reduction in
drag. Increasing jet pressure ratio above the base-bleed condition to
about 3 results in a drag increase. As the jet pressure ratio is
increased above this point, the influence of afterbody configuration
becomes more important. For the low-hag shapes, bodies with extensive
low-angle boattailing (8° to 16°) and small base annulus size6
(dj/db = 0.5 or larger), increasing jet pressure ratio–results in &rag

reductions. For the blunt shapes, bodies with lesser extent of boat-
tailing and large base sizes ( /%dd < 0.5)~ tiavorable drag chsmges

occurred with increases in jet pressure ratio even though the boattail
angle was of a favorable magnitude (160). The range of jet pressure ratio
through which this unfavorable effect occurs increases with decreases in
jet-to-base diameter ratio as maybe seenby comparing afterbodies X, XI,
and XII.

As the jet pressure ratio is increased above a value of about 2,
the jet expands externally. When this expansion has increased to a
point where interaction with the external stream occurs, an outward
deflection of the external stream results with an accompan~ compres-
sion in the region of the body base and a corresponding reduction in
afterbody drag. On bodies with large extents of low-angle boattailing
and small base annulus sizes, such as afterbodies I and XI, this effect
is felt at a pressure ratio of about 3. Afterbodies X, XII, XIII,
and XIV, however, have base annuli of sufficient size that the predomi-
nant effect of the jet within the range of this investigation is to
aspirate these large low-energy regions, with a resulting increase in
drag. At higher pressure ratios, the jet would be expected to expand
sufficiently for the interaction with the external stream to cause a
reversal in the drag variation. An exsmple of this phenomena may be
found in reference 5.

4

.
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The effect of increasing jet temperature at.
pressure ratio was to reduce the afterbody drag.
large etients of favorable boattailing and small

.

7

a constamt value of jet
For the bodies with
base sizes the effects

of changes in jet temperature were so small as to be considered negli-
gible. For those bodies with large bases and small extents of boat-
tailing the effects of changes in Jet temperature became significant
with the largest effect being noted on the cylindrical cotiigurations.

Mach number changes in the range of this investigation resulted in
no major variation in the character of the jet effects. The effect of
the jet remained essentially constant with changes in Mach number for
those bodies with large extents of favorable boattailing and small base
sizes. For those bodies with smalL extents of boattailing and large
base sizes, a trend toward increased jet effects as the Mach number was
increased was noted.

.

mine

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

From the results of an investigation at transonic speeds to deter-
the effect of a propulsive jet on the body from which it issues as

influencedby changes-in-afterbo~ geometry, the following observations.
are made:

1. The effect on afterbody drag of increasing jet pressure ratio
was favorable on bodies with large extents of low-angle boattailing and
small base annulus sizes and unfavorable on bodies with small extents
of boattail.ingand large base smnulus sizes.

2. Decreasing jet-to-base diameter ratio below about 0.5 resulted
in unfavorable jet effects through a range of jet pressure ratios which
increased as jet-to-base diameter ratio decreased even though the angle
of boattailing was of a favorable magnitude.

3. The effect of increasing jet temperate at a constant jet pres-
sure ratio was to cause a reduction in drag coefficient. This reduction
was insignificant for the low-drag bodies but became significant for
bodies of blunt shape.

WqQmmq+y+. .. .—
r
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4. In the range of this investigation, increasing stresm Mach num-
ber caused no change in the jet effects on the low-bag shapes, whereas
for the blunt bodies there’was a trend toward increased Jet effects.

,

.

~ley Aeronautical Wboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., June 22, 1956.
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TABLE I

BODY ORDINATES

~ x i. ~

_~
—

1~
I

Forebdy &@nates

Station,
Radius

Station,
x, in. in. Radius

+7

0.30 0.139 12.(M 1.854
.45 .179 15.(X3 2.07
● 75 .257 18. m 2*24 $

1.50 ●&33 21.00 2.360
:;: 24.00 2.438

{:$ 27.00 2.486
6.(xI 1.183 30.00 2.5m
9.00 1.s6 30.48 2.5CX)

~tation:
x, k.

30.48
37*31
40.12
42.12
4.4.12
46.12
48.12
50.03
50.12
51.12
52.12
53.01

Afterbody Ordinates .

2.500
2.500
2.500
2.lj69
2.364
2.176
1.901

—.
1.534
1.315
1 ● 073

.836

2.500
2.500
2.500
2.&92
2 ● 419
2.260
2.0(%

lxll
1.440
1.201

.965

Rad
x

2.5(X)
---
---
.-.
---
---
---
-—
---
—-
---

2.500

us, r,
XI

2.5W)
2.5(X)
2.503
2.278
2.030
1.772
1.5(%

-—
1.235
1.Q?8

.960

.836

n.

XII

2.500
-—
—-
---
---
2.500
2.b32

2.214
2.043
1.828
1.6m

XIII I Xm

2.500
—-
---
—-
---

2.500
2.499
-—
2.392
2.2S9
2.067
1.87!5

2.9X)

-—
—.

-—
---

2.500
-—
---
-—
--
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Table II

AFTERBODYDESIGN

Equation:

NACA RM L56G12

.

.

()
~~~*x . my af’terbody stitioll

-=&tanp xl = body base station

k)

X-x. X. = body tangency point

Y-70 -(%”@~e
y ~ radiua at station x
yl = body base radius
Y. - maximum body radius
p“- bmttail ang-ie

Xl-x.
= constant = 7.7117

D9sigzf

Yo-Y~

points :

~ I
I

T
—d ~- - r 4

J-

M’terbody

1

x
XI

Xn
XIII
XIV

I -7 1’
t-- ‘A ~1 %

m
~.o 15.70
5.0 15.70
5.0 15.70
~.o 15.70
5.0 15.70
;.; ;;;;:

●

$9
deg

16
16

:
16
16
0

dj> db,
in. in.

1.240 I 1.672
1.240
1.240
1.240
1.240
I.240
l.i?dl

1.930
~.oo
1.672
3.200
3.690
5.00

dj/db

0.742
0.61i3
0.248
0.742
0.388
0.336
0.351

0.248
0.248
0.248
0.2h8
0.248
0.248
0.351
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.

1.672

Aftdody I , djml.240, dj\dmam0.248, df/db. O.742

?E==F6n
~ 15.7~

Afterbcdy SI , dj= 1.240, d)/~.O.240, dj/db. O.742

{~”” [+!
~ 15.70 ~ 15.70~

Ait~body IZU , dj=f,24Q , dj/dm=0.248 , dj/~0.643 AfkhOdy X , dj- 1.240, dj/dm=0.248, d)/c&O.248

“---–-–= i ---1! ‘
~ 157~ ~ t2.72~

Afterbody XI , dj =1,240, dj /dm=0.248, dj/d@.’~ Afterbody ~, d]= 1,754, dj/’dmk=0.351,

+--qr,o _ ;
~15.70

Afterbcdy XIII, d! -1,240, dj/dmx=0.248, dj/c$)=O.336

.

M–

dj\&Or351

Figure 2.- Afterbody shapes investigated. All dtiensions are in inches

unless otherwise stated.

.
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b

.

Jet pressure ratio, Pf,j/PCO Jet ~essure ratio, Pt,j/Pm

(a) Afterbody I. P = 3.6°, $-.
dj

0.248, - 0.742.
Max ~- .

Figure 4.- Variation of base presmre coefficient with jet presmre ratio
at different values of jet temperature and stream Mach number. .
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tj~F
Coki
800
1,200

.

.

Jetpressureratio,Pt,j/Pm
..— — .-

(b) Afterbody VII. ~ = 16°,

Figure 4.-
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Jet pressure ratio, ‘t,j/%

k .0.2118, ~ . o.6k3.
d- ab

Continued.
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tj,°F
Cold

NACA m L56G12

—

.

.

Jet ~essure ratio, ptJ[pm Jet ~emre ratio, Pt-i/’~
—

dj
(c) Afterbody X. p= 0°, =. 0.2M3, ~= 0.AJ3. Flagged symbols

are for no jet flow.

Figure 4.- Continued.
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tj,°F
Cbld

12%

n.
VQ

t-Cw.—0

Jet pressure

(d) Af-terbody
.

*

ratio, Pt,j/Pm

XI. =$ 8°,

Figwe 4.-

Jet pressure ratio, Pt,j\h

‘j - 0.248, ~ = 0.742.—_
d-

Continued.
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tj ,°F

Cold
800
1,200

Jet pressure. ratio, pt,j/P~
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O 2 4 6-8 [0 12
Jet pressure ratio, Pt,j/Pm

(e) Afterbody XII. P . 16°, 3 = 0.248, ~ = 0.388.
d-

Tigure 4.- Continued.
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tj,°F

GM

l,%

(f)

Jet pressure

Afterbody

ratio,Pt,j \P03

XIII . p = 16°,

Jet pesswe rdb, Ptj/Pm

dj
0.248, ~ = 0.336.—.> ab

Figqre k.- C!antinued.
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tj,°F
cold
800
1,200

0
n
o

—

Jet pessure ratio, Pt,j/Pm
O 2 4 6 8 10 12

Jet pressure ratio, Pt,j/Pm

9. 0.351.m = 0“351’ ‘b
(g) Af’terbody XIV. p .0°,

dMax

Figure 4.- Concluded.
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21

Jet ~eswe rdb, Ptj\M Jei ~e=s-swe ratia, PtJ/Pm

(a) Afterbody I. P = 16°, # = %=07@0.248,
db “ ‘max

. Figure 5.- Variation of base, boattail, and total afterbody pressue-drag
coefficient with jet pressure ratio for different values of jet tem-
perature and stream &ch nuder..
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+

&t ~SJre rdb, ptJ/pa)

(b) Afterbody VII. B = 16°,

Figure 5.-

Jet pwiure ratio, pt,j\w

dJ
—. 0.248, ~ = 0.643.

Continued.
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Jet peswe ratio, PtJ/j

—

Jet pressure ratio, Pt,j/%

dj
~ . 0.248. Flagged(c) Afterbody X. ~ = 0°, — . 0.2k8,

. db

are for no jet flow.

Figure 5.- Continued.
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tj ~F cg~. & cg~
C&l

.02

AvDO

LAVO
.

:02

.02

.
AvDO

‘AAV()

=02

.08

.06
(55

g .04
.G
.—
=
: .02
v

D

-.02

Jet pwssure ratio, Pt,@n

(d) Af’terbodyXI. B = 8°,

Figure 5.-

Jet ~essure r~io, Pt,j/%

dj
— = 0.248, ~=0742
d- db “ “

Continued.
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z
0
0

t;F CD,A CDJ? ~,b
cold o A

Jet pressure ratio, pt,j/Pco

(e) Afterbody XII. ~ = 16°,

Figure 5.-

25

=(

O 2 4 6 8 10 12
Jet pressure ratio, Pt,j\Pa3

+_ .0.248, ~ = 0.38!3.
Inax db

Continued.
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tjF @,Q CD,p
Cold O A
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Jet pressure ratio, Pt,j/Rm

,

Jet prewre ratio, Pt,j /FWI

(e) Concluded.

Figure 5.- Continued.
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Jet pressure ratio, Pt,j)b
..

(f) Afterbody XIII. ~ =

.

16°,

Jet pressure ratio, pt,j\RO
. . .

dj
—= 0.248, $ = 0.336.

Figure

d= ab

5=- Continued.
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—

Jet pessure ratio, Pt,j\BSl Jet pessure ratio, Pt,j\P~

(f) Concluded.

Figure 7.- Continued.
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u
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.

cD/I
o

‘3

Jet pressure ratio, pt,j /PaI Jet Prwiure ratio, Pt,j/~

(g) Afterbody XIV. P .0°, ~ . 0.331, ~ .0.351.
d-

l?igme 5.- Concluded.
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